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Laboratory and veterinary research often produces very specific data, which are difficult to collect 
and standardize, hence to interpret. The multi-stage character and complexity of our project, the 
variety of laboratory equipment used and the involvement of external service providers made it 
even more challenging to collect all data in a unified electronic form and store them in one place. 
A research project conducted on a living organism requires a holistic approach to the results of 
different health indicators, to the efficiency of each animal in a study group and to data analysis – so 
as to fully and correctly evaluate the state of health, or the stage of illness. 
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In order to facilitate the work of experts who evaluate the parameters and the research data obtained 
in a series of experiments, a database was designed and made accessible on-line to logged-in users. 
While designing this database, interesting solutions and ready-made functionalities were applied, 
so as to efficiently collect and display data. Database design tools such as MSSQL Express and MS 
Access were used. The MSSQL database was managed by the SQL Server Management Studio. To 
create and display data on the website, MS Excel, Visual Studio 2008 Express and IIS Express were 
used. This new data management system provides for an efficient storage of and insight into all 
data records, and can be taken advantage of in a variety of comprehensive scientific and research 
projects in the area of animal science especially veterinary researches.
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Experiments on living organisms are often based on a number of mutually 
dependent measurements of various production, morphological, biochemical and 
health traits. The results of such studies are closely interlinked, and only if taken 
as a whole do they fully reflect the health and productivity of the animals or the 
influence a given factor has on them. It is difficult to capture all data within just one 
database, particularly if a variety of tools are used in the examinations and studies, so 
the results are often displayed in a multifaceted manner. Usually, the results are data 
printouts generated directly by the analyser, or additional researcher notes taken on an 
ongoing basis during the observation of a group of animals, and might include, e.g. 
body temperature, body mass, milk yield, atypical symptoms or behavioural changes 
indicating an imminent illness. To comprehensively evaluate the state of an animal’s 
health, it is necessary to review an enormous amount of research data of various 
kinds across a period of time, so as to be able to distinguish a temporary weakness 
from chronic or growing lesions, or to identify a need to repeat the examination on 
the same samples or on new ones. Frequently, the readings are ambiguous, affected 
by the quality of the biological material, specimen contamination, or faulty device 
calibration. The main problem is to identify such shortcomings, which can be difficult 
when a researcher has to simultaneously deal with numerous animal experimental 
groups, their ongoing monitoring and the necessity to browse many tables containing 
analysis results. An additional issue is the necessity to consult vast numbers of data 
with fellow specialists working in remote scientific centres who need the data to 
be presented to them quickly and in an convenient form, especially when a prompt 
response is required.

Although there are many publications on the design and management of data 
storage and data sharing systems, as well as numerous repositories and specialised 
software to analyse and compare genome fragments of miscellaneous organisms 
[Chervenak et al. 2000, Barrett et al. 2012, Clark et al. 2013, Antell et al. 2014, 
Austin et al. 2015], no universal tool has so far been created that would sufficiently 
enhance the collection and storage of data. Researchers are left to their own devices, 
which naturally poses a risk of making mistakes, e.g. in the copying of results, 
particularly when the animal groups examined are numerous, and every animal has 
to be individually evaluated. All reports on bio-projects are focused on database 
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aspects with regard to the presentation and sharing of huge data volumes [Cole et al. 
2014, Skoulis et al. 2015], on the automatic expert diagnosis of diseases of various 
animal species [Zeldis and Shawn 2000, Li et al. 2002; Zetian et al. 2005], or on the 
design descriptions of decision-making support systems [Kondratenko et al. 2015], 
rather than on highlighting the issue of structured data collection in various forms and 
formats. Therefore, of great value is every idea that would allow to enhance access to 
data and provide for better structuring and automation of data search and comparison 
of poorly collatable data.

This paper presents the design of another system to collate, store, search and 
process data with a functionality allowing various users to simultaneously view data 
sets. The system was adopted in a specific research project from the veterinary field, 
but the authors hope it might become an inspiration for scientists or veterinarians that 
are confronted with similar problems in their daily work.

Material and methods

The system has been design in purpose to be used as a tool for data collection, 
order, storage, archiving and analysis, to fulfil the needs of scientific projects 
based on animal models in the field of veterinary sciences.  Goat milk and blood 
samples used for analyses were collected during research projects supported by two 
NCN grants. Between 2010 and 2015, blood and milk samples were collected five 
times per lactation cycle from goats of 2 breeds: Polish White Improved and Polish 
Colour Improved in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and ≥4th lactation, from both healthy and small 
ruminant lentivirus-infected animals. The milk was physically and chemically tested 
to determine: fat, protein, lactose, casein, and urea content; dry mass; fat-free dry 
mass; freezing point; total acidity; density of free fatty acids; milk efficiency; and 
somatic cell count in 1 ml. Bacteriological examinations of the milk were performed 
in order to eliminate animals with udder inflammation. The project also encompassed 
cytometric examinations to determine the level of apoptosis in milk somatic cells, 
and the number of macrophages, lymphocytes and polymorphonuclear cells. RNA 
was isolated from the milk somatic cells, milk fat globules and goat peripheral blood 
nucleated cells. The isolated RNA was subject to further analysis for a number of 
necessary parameters regarding quantity, quality and integrity, which determined the 
suitability of the samples for use in transcriptomic examinations. Three times a year, 
blood samples were obtained from all the goats, and a blood serum analysis with 
the ELISA method was performed in order to detect antibodies to small ruminant 
lentiviruses that cause CAE (caprine arthritis encephalitis).

The analysis results came from various external laboratories and from a series of 
analyses performed on-site by a team of scientists and laboratory staff. The formula 
of the reading and storing of the data varied significantly, including hand-made 
notes, printouts with numbers and figures in all formats (e.g. PDF files), electronic 
recordings, or non-convertible analyser printouts (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

Design and implementation of a database in an animal sciences project
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Many analytical devices have their own software and data recording or report 
filing methods. Frequently, they use rare formats, an issue that prevents users from 
achieving adequate data consistency in one set.

In a research project conducted on a living organism, it is necessary to ensure 
a comprehensive overview of different health or efficiency indicators of particular 
animals in different test groups, and an analysis of the parameters obtained, so as to 
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Fig. 1. Image from the initial quantity and quality analysis of RNA samples obtained from goat tissues. 
The screen display of an analysis performed by ThermoScientific NanoDrop ND-2000.

Fig. 2. Printout from the bioanalyser Agilent 2100; quantity parameters (RIN – RNA Integrity Number) of 
RNA isolated from two samples of goat peripheral blood nucleated cells.
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duly assess the entire picture of the state of health or of the stage of illness. The ultimate 
goal is to achieve the complete comparability and integrability of miscellaneous data 
formats. The underlying idea was the maximum integration of the different data 
formats for the purpose of better data ordering and comprehensibility.

The authors undertook to design a database that would allow for an easier 
organisation and execution of such projects, owing to an enhanced access to complete 
information on every animal and its parameters, a functionality that would also 
promote more accurate sample selection for further analyses.

The following tools were used in the process of designing and implementing a 
system that would pool together all results as well as additional data for easier access 
to the information:

– data storage and access – MSSQL relational database;
– database management, structure building, viewing – SQL Server Management 

Studio;
– data import – Microsoft Access;
– designing software to extract analytical data from PDF files along with separate 

chart images – Visual Studio 2008 Express;
– in order to present the data and the results, a dedicated project website was 

created.
Table 1 shows the list of free software (with actual links) used for the database 

creation. 
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 Table 1. The list of free software (with actual links) used for the database creation 
 

Software and tools  Link 
SQL Server 2017 Express is a powerful and reliable 
free data management system that delivers a rich and 
reliable data store for lightweight Web Sites and 
desktop applications. 

 
https://www.microsoft.com/pl-pl/sql-
server/sql-server-downloads 

SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) is an 
integrated environment for managing any SQL 
infrastructure, from SQL Server to SQL Database 

 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/sql/ssms/download-sql-server-
management-studio-ssms 

Visual Studio Community 2017 
Free, fully-featured IDE for students, open-source and 
individual developers 

 
https://www.visualstudio.com/downloads/ 

Internet Information Services (IIS) for Windows® 
is a flexible, secure and manageable Web server for 
hosting anything on the Web. From media streaming 
to web applications, IIS's scalable and open 
architecture is ready to handle the most demanding 
tasks. 

 

https://www.iis.net/ 

ASP.NET is an open source web framework for 
building modern web apps and services with .NET. 
ASP.NET creates websites based on HTML5, CSS, 
and JavaScript 

 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/aspnet/#pivot=aspnet 

PDFBox for .NET 
The Apache PDFBox® library is an open source Java 
tool for working with PDF documents.  

 
http://www.squarepdf.net/pdfbox-in-net 
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Moreover, manual input data processing was performed and the results were 
presented using Microsoft Excel, whereas IIS Express was a tool used for the 
presentation of data on the website. The structure of the newly designed system builds 
on a database model executed in the form of tables storing formatted information. 
Since the main goal was to design a system ensuring user-friendly handling of 
information and easy implementation, a fairly complex source code was necessary. 
Another prerequisite was system management safety from the perspective of the 
system administrator that would eliminate the risk of unauthorised users introducing 
any changes. For this particular purpose, a table was created that stores information 
on the logging activity. Service access is based on authorisations in the database, 
a solution that promotes the management of authorisations to particular tables and 
views on the database level (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Structure and tables of the relational database – image of tables containing research results, divided 
by source of information

Relational databases contained thematically ordered information regarding the 
animals and results of analyses.

Animals – the main reference table containing a list of all animals subject to the 
examinations; the identification number is the number assigned to a specific animal 
(unique record ID).

Tables containing data sets, depending on the type of analysis:
Cytometry – a table containing cytometry analysis results of particular cell 

fractions analysed in goat milk – individually for every animal and for every milk 
collection facility.

Fizchem – a table containing results of physical and chemical analyses of goat 
milk, somatic cell counts in 1 ml of milk (LKS) and milk efficiency.

Bioanalyzer – a table containing results of quality analysis of RNA obtained from 
isolated LKS and goat peripheral blood nucleated cells.
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Nanodrop – a table containing data on the quantity of RNA in ng/μl and optical 
density OD, indicating potential organic or chemical contaminations in the RNA 
samples.

In every above-mentioned table, the identification key of the analysis is the animal 
ID number and the sample collection date.

Additional tables describing the examined animals:
Animal HP – defines the periods in which an animal is healthy or SRLV-infected.
Lactations – goat lactation number.

System functionalities and description

Similarly to many other systems based on World Wide Web Consortium standards 
(W3C – an organisation setting up standards on web page drafting and transfer) 
(Llorente, S. et al., 2015), this system provides for access to database content using 
websites. It can be accessed through an internet browser. The system works with all 
popular internet browsers such as Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Opera, as well as 
with mobile devices using different operational systems.

Data can be downloaded by means of so-called database views, i.e. sources of 
data that are commonly used to create data sets easily presentable in MS Excel sheets, 
or that can be seamlessly transferred to webpages.

A collection of database views designed for the presentation of results is presented 
in Figure 4.

Design and implementation of a database in an animal sciences project

Fig. 4. List of so-called views in a database that enable further 
data processing and presentation, e.g. in an article or presentation.
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Fig. 5. Sample view of the bioanalyser PDF file. Every file contained an analysis of 12 samples, 4 samples 
per page, 3 pages in total. The figure presents the analysis results of RNA obtained from goat peripheral 
blood morphotic elements
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Listings of particular groups of parameters in an MS Excel sheet are provided for 
easier execution of statistical analysis in respect of miscellaneous variability factors.

The usefulness of isolated RNA in array analysis or in Reverse Transcription 
Quantitative Real Time PCR (RT-qPCR) is dependent upon three basic parameters: 
quantity, which determines the number of tests planned, as well as purity and integrity, 
both of which determine the quality and credibility of genomic assays.

The quantity of nucleic acids is traditionally evaluated by UV absorption using a 
spectrophotometer. Currently, NanoDrop is a device which is widely used for prompt 
and accurate quantity measurements. A reliable method of measuring RNA quality is 
microcapillary electrophoresis and the analysis of electropherograms generated by, 
e.g. Bioanalyzer Agilent 2100. The bioanalyser software automatically generates the 
ratio of 18S and 28S ribosomal subunits, indicating the quality of the RNA (RIN = 
RNA Integrity Number). The bioanalyser generates results in the form of PDF files. 
The crucial challenge was to create a consistent mechanism to extract data from PDF 
files. The laboratory that performed those analyses could not submit the data in any 
other format. The files were collected over a long period of time, and their number at 
the start of the analysis ranged in hundreds. Every file contained 12 analysis results 
along with figures (Fig. 5).

For this purpose, a special program was created to analyse the indicated folder 
containing PDF files, with a view to create a CSV file with the results and separate 
charts as JPG files. 

Design and implementation of a database in an animal sciences project

Fig. 6. Example: a screen displaying information, as presented on the website (https://rna.net.pl/; User: 
guest; Pass: rna1999), on individual animals (goats) from various sample collection times (Date), from 
three types of tissues (Type; QSC – milk somatic cells, FAT – milk fat, KRW – peripheral blood nucleated 
cells) and the marked RIN value for each sample (RIN) with the relevant chart (Chart). The image view 
can be modified by arranging the data on the website according to the following options: date, type of 
tissue, RIN value and the expert approval of the sample for subsequent analysis (Tak)
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The program analyses dozens of files within seconds, building up a file ready for 
further manual processing that displays references to the JPG files with charts. The 
data obtained, after further processing (after the sample identification data in terms of 
tissue and collection time have been added), were loaded into the MSSQL database 
using Microsoft Access, software that offers user-friendly tools for data import (Fig.6).

Carefully selected unique keys assigned to the tables prevented the data from 
loading twice, e.g. due to the user’s mistake, or due to the same file being sent twice 
to the data base.

Data storage, built on the free MSSQL database, made it possible to share the data 
on the internet, making it possible for many users to simultaneously download and 
edit the content. Every authorised user was given a login and a password, enabling 
them to view and structure data for further work.

Data displays arranged in this manner provided for a smoother sample selection 
at the most difficult stage of the analysis – building transcriptomic microarrays and 
verifying them by RT-qPCR. High quality samples were required (RIN ≥ 7.5), featuring 
sufficient concentration necessary for the planned number of assays. The selection of 
samples of the right quality guaranteed the correct execution of the laboratory testing 
and the credibility of the data obtained. Examples of the data sets used can be found 
in the open access repository Figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5017148).

Conclusions

In biological or medical projects, it is of vital importance that the data are 
collected and stored in one place in a way making it possible for them to be read 
and modified by many users. Of great value in this respect are various databases 
that enhance the structuring, searching and processing of information. Nonetheless, 
there are no universal, ready-made software tools tailored for the needs of biomedical 
research. Each series of experiments has its own set of specific requirements and 
therefore calls for different solutions, particularly in the case of long term, multistage 
projects that last for years and encompass a wide spectrum of studies and analyses. 
The solutions outlined in this paper might present an example of how IT can 
support some types of experiments. It might be perceived as an idea, a model or 
an inspiration for researchers collecting and analysing data in similar projects. The 
documentation remarkably addressed the issue of data clarity; any abnormalities in 
examined animals were easier to detect, the health and condition profiles were easier 
to follow and interpret, the communication within the research team was leveraged, 
and it was possible to make references to tabularised content stored in one place. 
Structured and ordered information also brings other positive effects that became 
apparent during the project and that the authors of this paper have hereby attempted to 
highlight. The possibility to compare data that were initially completely incompatible 
allowed for a detailed statistical analysis, hence for revealing the presence or absence 
of various interrelations between them. For instance, it was observed that lactation, 
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milk efficiency or small ruminant lentivirus infection did not affect the quality of 
the isolated RNA (non-published data). The goat milk parameters were subject to 
analysis, and the results obtained served as a basis for a number of diploma theses in 
English [Gracey 2017, Jonzon 2017, Malmlöf 2017]. The clarity of comparison and 
easy access to data are factors that should encourage efforts to design the right place 
to store scientifically important information that is vital for researchers and tends 
to pile up as new projects are executed. The positive effects are: easier processing, 
enhanced data analysis and even a more enjoyable process of searching and supplying 
new information, owing to the visualisation of results. The system is an example of 
a “tailor-made” solution, adapted to the needs of a specific project in the field of 
veterinary science, but hopefully it can serve as an inspiration for future ideas to be 
developed by other researchers in response to similar problems faced during their 
scientific efforts.
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